JUST THE FACTS:
The Web Analytics Lowdown

Cut through the hyperbole. Dump the marketing speak.
Instead, get the bottom line on how web analytics
can—and should—impact your marketing plans.

B2B’S LOVE-IN WITH LINKEDIN LIVES ON

B2B companies enjoy a 16x
increase in social media referral
traffic from LinkedIn compared to
B2C referral rates.

MARK ZUCKERBERG IS STILL THE MAN

Facebook remains top dog for social
media referral traffic both for B2B and
B2C (72%/84% respectively) when
compared to LinkedIn and Twitter.
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BUT PINTEREST IS A THREAT TO THE MAN

There are only 10 million Pinterest
users, compared to 140 million
Tweeters and 901 million Facebookers.
But despite being a relative newcomer,
Pinterest refers more traffic per user
than Facebook or Twitter.

AND IT GETS WORSE FOR THE MAN

Pinterest has seen annual referral
traffic increase by 52%. Facebook trails
behind with nearly half that figure.
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SPONSOR AN EVENT TODAY!

Enjoy a 25% boost in traffic to
your website for the duration of
the event you’re sponsoring.
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INFLUENCERS INFLUENCE!

No, they’re not a fad—
influencers can boost your
traffic by over 8% and
conversion rates by over
10% when they share your
content on social channels.
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PERSONALISE TO REVITALISE

Boost your email open rates by including the
recipient’s name and additional info such as
location in the subject lines—you’ll enjoy an
open rate boost of nearly 10%.
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SIGN OFF PROFESSIONALLY

500

Give your emails a
personalised signature to
boost open rates by 500%.

%

“ROI? WHATEVER…”

...appears to be marketing’s
attitude about funnel and revenue
performance measurement, which
limps in at 20%, compared to the
second lowest, web engagement,
which comes in at just over 40%.
Somebody needs a dashboard
with a side of KPIs.
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REMEMBER

LinkedIn is a
winner for B2B.

Ignore
Pinterest at
your peril.
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Personalisation reaps
substantial rewards when
it comes to email.

VISIT NOW

